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APRESENTAÇÃO 

 

Este boletim é uma fonte de informação secundária destinada a promover o acesso e a 

divulgação da produção científica dos pesquisadores do Instituto do Cérebro (ICe) da 

Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Norte (UFRN).  Esta edição reuniu a produção de 

junho deste ano. Além de apresentar o título e o resumo dos documentos, fornece um link de 

acesso ao texto completo, preferencialmente pelo Repositório Institucional desta 

Universidade. 

O ICe é Unidade Acadêmica Especializada que passou a integrar a estrutura 

acadêmica e administrativa da UFRN em 29 de dezembro de 2010, por meio da resolução no 

016/2010 do Conselho Universitário (CONSUNI). Essa Unidade é voltada para o 

desenvolvimento da tríade ensino, pesquisa e extensão, com forte ação para a 

internacionalização dos programas na área de Neurociências, abrangendo os Cursos de: 

 Pós-Graduação Stricto Sensu em Neurociências, em nível de Mestrado e Doutorado; 

 Bacharelado em Ciências e Tecnologia, com formação generalista no eixo de 

Neurociências. 
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Chouchane M, Faria, ARM, Moura, DMS, Hilscher MM, Schroder T, Leão R, Costa MR 

(2017) Lineage Reprogramming of Astroglial Cells from Different Origins into Distinct 

Neuronal Subtypes. Stem Cell Reports. 9. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.stemcr.2017.05.009. 

 

Lineage Reprogramming of Astroglial Cells from Different Origins into Distinct 

Neuronal Subtypes 

 

Abstract: 

Astroglial cells isolated from the rodent postnatal cerebral cortex are particularly susceptible 

to lineage reprogramming into neurons. However, it remains unknown whether other 

astroglial populations retain the same potential. Likewise, little is known about the fate of 

induced neurons (iNs) in vivo. In this study we addressed these questions using two different 

astroglial populations isolated from the postnatal brain reprogrammed either with 

Neurogenin-2 (Neurog2) or Achaete scute homolog-1 (Ascl1). We show that cerebellum 

(CerebAstro) and cerebral cortex astroglia (CtxAstro) generates iNs with distinctive 

neurochemical and morphological properties. Both astroglial populations contribute iNs to the 

olfactory bulb following transplantation in the postnatal and adult mouse subventricular zone. 

However, only CtxAstro transfected with Neurog2 differentiate into pyramidal-like iNs after 

transplantation in the postnatal cerebral cortex. Altogether, our data indicate that the origin of 

the astroglial population and transcription factors used for reprogramming, as well as the 

region of integration, affect the fate of iNs. 

Keywords: Lineage reprogramming. Induced neurons. Proneural genes. Astroglial cells. 

Cerebral cortex. Cerebellum. Cell transplantation. 
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Peres ASC, Lemos TW, Barros AKD, Baffa Filho O, Araújo DB. (2017). Performance 

quantification of clustering algorithms for false positive removal in fMRI by ROC 
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4740.03215. 

 

Performance quantification of clustering algorithms for false positive removal in fMRI 

by ROC curves 

 

Abstract 

Introduction: Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is a non-invasive technique that 

allows the detection of specific cerebral functions in humans based on hemodynamic changes. 

The contrast changes are about 5%, making visual inspection impossible. Thus, statistic 

strategies are applied to infer which brain region is engaged in a task. However, the traditional 

methods like general linear model and cross-correlation utilize voxel-wise calculation, 

introducing a lot of false-positive data. So, in this work we tested post-processing cluster 

algorithms to diminish the false-positives. 

Methods: In this study, three clustering algorithms (the hierarchical cluster, k-means and self-

organizing maps) were tested and compared for false-positive removal in the post-processing 

of cross-correlation analyses. 

Results: Our results showed that the hierarchical cluster presented the best performance to 

remove the false positives in fMRI, being 2.3 times more accurate than k-means, and 1.9 

times more accurate than self-organizing maps. 

Conclusion: The hierarchical cluster presented the best performance in false-positive removal 

because it uses the inconsistency coefficient threshold, while k-means and self-organizing 

maps utilize a priori cluster number (centroids and neurons number); thus, the hierarchical 

cluster avoids clustering scattered voxels, as the inconsistency coefficient threshold allows 

only the voxels to be clustered that are at a minimum distance to some cluster. 

Keywords: Cluster algorithm. Hierarchical. K-means. Self-organizing maps. False-positives. 

fMRI. 
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Peres ASC, Souza VH, Catunda JMY, Barros DB, et al. (2017). Can somatosensory electrical 

stimulation relieve spasticity in post-stroke patients? A TMS pilot study. Biomedical 

Engineering / Biomedizinische Technik, 1-6. DOI: 10.1515/bmt-2016-0162. 

 

Can somatosensory electrical stimulation relieve spasticity in post-stroke patients? A 

TMS pilot study 

 

Abstract 

Evidence suggests that somatosensory electrical stimulation (SES) may decrease the degree of 

spasticity from neural drives, although there is no agreement between corticospinal 

modulation and the level of spasticity. Thus, stroke patients and healthy subjects were 

submitted to SES (3 Hz) for 30′ on the impaired and dominant forearms, respectively. Motor 

evoked potentials induced by single-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation were collected 

from two forearm muscles before and after SES. The passive resistance of the wrist joint was 

measured with an isokinetic system. We found no evidence of an acute carry-over effect of 

SES on the degree of spasticity. 

Keywords: Corticospinal tract. Peripheral electrical stimulation. Somatosensory electrical 

stimulation. Spasticity. Transcranial magnetic stimulation. Upper motor neuron syndrome. 
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Assessing the psychedelic "after-glow" in ayahuasca users: post-acute neurometabolic 

and functional connectivity changes are associated with enhanced mindfulness capacities 

 

Abstract 

BACKGROUND: Ayahuasca is a plant tea containing the psychedelic 5-HT2A agonist N,N-

dimethyltryptamine (DMT) and harmala monoamine-oxidase inhibitors. Acute administration 

leads to neurophysiological modifications in brain regions of the default mode network 

(DMN), purportedly through a glutamatergic mechanism. Post-acutely, ayahuasca potentiates 

mindfulness capacities in volunteers, and induces rapid and sustained antidepressant effects in 

treatment-resistant patients. However, the mechanisms underlying these fast and maintained 

effects are poorly understood. Here we investigated in an open-label uncontrolled study in 

sixteen healthy volunteers ayahuasca-induced post-acute neurometabolic and connectivity 

modifications, and their association with mindfulness measures. METHODS: Using 1H-

magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) and functional connectivity, we compared baseline 

and post-acute neurometabolites and seed-to-voxel connectivity in the posterior (PCC) and 

anterior (ACC) cingulate cortex after a single ayahuasca dose. RESULTS: MRS showed post-

acute reductions in Glx (glutamate+glutamine), creatine and NAA-NAAG (N-

acetylaspartate+N-acetylaspartylglutamate) in the PCC. Connectivity was increased between 

the PCC and the ACC, and between the ACC and limbic structures in the right medial 

temporal lobe (MTL). Glx reductions correlated with increases in the "Non-Judging" subscale 

of the Five Facets Mindfulness Questionnaire. Increased ACC-MTL connectivity correlated 

with increased scores on the Self-Compassion questionnaire. Post-acute neural changes 

predicted sustained elevations in "Non-Judging" two months later. CONCLUSIONS: These 

results support the involvement of glutamate neurotransmission in the effects of psychedelics 

in humans. They further suggest that neurometabolic changes in the PCC, a key region within 

the DMN, and increased connectivity between the ACC and MTL structures involved in 

emotion and memory, potentially underlie the post-acute psychological effects of ayahuasca. 

Keywords: Ayahuasca. Human. Magnetic Resonance Imaging. Mindfulness. Psychedelic 

after-effects. 
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